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WTVP 
PEORIA, ILLINOIS 

QUARTERLY TOPIC REPORT 
 

October - December 2019 
 
AGRICULTURE 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1229 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/12/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:00 

 
On this edition for Saturday, October 12, the latest acting director of the Department of Homeland Security steps 
down, a longtime head of security at The Met discusses a new book about his extraordinary career, and in our 
"Future of Food " series, a look at what farmers in Iowa are doing to help grow more sustainable practices for the 
future. Megan Thompson anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12709 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/28/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:24 

 
According to the Natural Resources Defense Council, about 204 million pounds of turkey meat will be thrown 
away this Thanksgiving. That’s an estimated $293 million worth. As we continue our look at innovative solutions to 
food waste across the country, NPR’s Allison Aubrey visits a state that is keeping its food waste out of landfills by 
sending it to farms to turn it into electricity. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12714 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/05/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:03:56 

 
Farmworkers face major challenges when it comes to staying healthy. They often spend hours daily performing 
physical labor that taxes the body, while language barriers and lack of employer-paid health insurance complicate 
their access to care. But the Southeast Arizona Area Health Education Center is working on a unique way to 
improve health care for these workers. Anikka Abbott has the story. 
 

 
ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE/ADDICTION 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12679 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/17/2019 6:00:00 PM  
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:04:56 

 
Mexico’s president defended his security forces Friday for releasing the son of drug kingpin Joaquin “El Chapo” 
Guzman after they caught him, when members of the cartel opened fire and seized soldiers. Analysts say the 
failed raid casts doubt on the Mexican government’s ability to contain drug violence. Nick Schifrin reports on the 
significance for the U.S. fight against illegal narcotics. 
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ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE/ADDICTION (continued) 
 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12704 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/21/2019 6:00:00 PM  
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:08:00 

 
With thousands sickened and 47 dead from a mysterious lung illness linked to vaping, teenage use of electronic 
cigarettes is still surging. As the health risks grow, pressure is building on President Trump to take action, with 
particular focus on limiting the flavored tobacco products that appeal to kids. William Brangham reports and talks 
to Matthew Myers of the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12711 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/02/2019 6:00:00 PM  
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:50 

 
The U.S. opioid epidemic has taken hundreds of thousands of lives. A reckoning for the manufacturers, marketers 
and distributors of these drugs has now begun -- but despite several multibillion dollar settlements, some states 
and municipalities say accountability and transparency for the companies is lacking. Casey Ross of STAT News 
joins Amna Nawaz to discuss Purdue Pharma and the Sackler family. 

 
AMERICAN HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY 
 

RETRO REPORT ON PBS #101 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/07/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Learn social media's addictive power. Discover NFL protests' ties to 1968. See how Wall Street women fought 
harassment, and a python invasion. Andy Borowitz compares politics ads to cigarettes. 

 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS #601 "Hollywood Royalty" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Three actors born into Hollywood royalty discover branches of their family trees that have been hidden from the 
public eye—and meet a cast of characters every bit as dramatic as the people they themselves have played on 
camera. 

 
RACE UNDERGROUND: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE; THE #2903 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/12/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Learn how America’s first subway, in Boston, overcame a litany of engineering challenges, the greed-driven 
interests of businessmen and the great fears of its citizenry to create a rapid transit system soon replicated 
throughout the country. 
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AMERICAN HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1242 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/24/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:55 

 
On this edition for Sunday, November 24, the latest on the impeachment inquiry, Michael Bloomberg officially 
enters the 2020 presidential race, a look a racial bias in algorithms used by hospitals, and reenacting the largest 
slave rebellion in U.S. history more than two centuries later. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12723 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/18/2019 6:00:00 PM  
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:29 

 
Wednesday’s House proceedings represent only the third time in U.S. history that the body has debated 
impeaching a president. What has changed in the decades since previous impeachment processes -- and what 
hasn't? Yale University professor Beverly Gage joins John Yang to discuss the role of the modern media, varying 
reliance on the courts and whether impeachment has become a partisan tool. 

 
ARTS 

 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2080 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
Peter Frankopan and Malte Herwig join Christiane Amanpour to discuss Peter Handke’s controversial Nobel Prize 
win. Artist Grayson Perry showcases his latest exhibition “Super Rich Interior Decoration.” Rhiannon Giddens 
pulls out her banjo for Walter Isaacson to illustrate the rich history of the instrument in American music. 
WARNING: This episode contains graphic images. 
 
NOVA #4621 "Decoding Da Vinci" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/13/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
How was Leonardo da Vinci able to think so far "outside the box" that he envisaged developments in engineering, 
astronomy, and anatomy that were only realized centuries later? The list of da Vinci's "firsts" is astonishing: he 
asserted that "the sun does not move" more than a generation before Copernicus; he reasoned that fatty deposits 
in narrowed arteries were caused by an unhealthy diet; he drew the first designs for a parachute, armored car, 
machine gun, diving suit, helicopter, and a flying machine that anticipates the modern hang glider, not to mention 
history's first humanoid robot. His inventions and insights have come down to us through his notebooks, each 
page packed with a profusion of ingenious ideas and breathtaking drawings but revealing little about his personal 
life or character. As a result, the man behind the Mona Lisa and a host of futuristic inventions remains a shadowy 
figure. Now, NOVA joins Walter Isaacson, author of the acclaimed recent biography, on a journey to Italy to 
explore the impact of da Vinci's art on his science and his science on his art. 
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ARTS (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12729 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/26/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:05:16 

 
British painter J.M.W. Turner was both prolific and peripatetic, producing more than 30,000 watercolors during a 
lifetime in which he traveled throughout Europe. But these works are extremely susceptible to light damage and 
can be shown only once in a generation. Now, they're on view at the Mystic Seaport Museum in Connecticut -- 
their only North American stop. Jared Bowen of WGBH reports. 
 

 

BUSINESS/ INDUSTRY 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12678 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/16/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:00 
 
A month-long strike by the United Auto Workers appears to be nearing an end. The organization’s leadership 
approved a tentative deal with General Motors on Thursday, but workers will remain on the picket line until rank-
and-file members vote on it over the next week or so. William Brangham reports and talks to Micki Maynard, a 
journalist who covers the automotive industry, about the details. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2103 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/20/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
Bob Bauer and Evelyn Farkas join Christiane Amanpour to analyze Gordon Sondland’s impeachment testimony, 
Cass Sunstein sits down with Walter Isaacson to discuss the history of impeachment and Mark van Baal explains 
how he became a so-called activist investor in Shell, pushing for change from the inside at one of the biggest oil 
companies in the world. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12726 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/23/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:10 
 
This year has been tough for Boeing. Last week, the aviation giant announced that due to ongoing safety issues, 
it was pausing production of the 737 Max, its fastest-selling plane ever. On Monday, the company’s board of 
directors fired CEO Dennis Muilenburg. John Yang talks to CNBC’s Phil LeBeau about a year of crisis, where 
Muilenberg went wrong and how incoming CEO David Calhoun must "reset." 
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COMMUNITY POLITICS, GOVERNMENT 

 
RUBEN SALAZAR: MAN IN THE MIDDLE - A VOCES SPECIAL PRESENTATION 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/04/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
This documentary examines the life and mysterious death of pioneering Mexican-American journalist Ruben 
Salazar. At the heart of the story is his transformation from a mainstream, establishment Los Angeles Times 
reporter to a supporter and primary chronicler of the radical Chicano movement of the late 1960s. Killed by a law 
enforcement officer in 1970, Salazar became an instant martyr to the Latino community — which had often 
criticized his reporting. Featuring material from recently released files, the program removes Salazar from the 
glare of myth and martyrdom and offers a clear-eyed look at the man. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS #2102 "Decade of Fire" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/04/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in 
the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by 
landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 
80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the 
story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS #2102 " Conscience Point" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/18/2019 9:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
A golf club built atop a sacred burial ground triggers a woman's relentless fight to protect her tribe from the 
onslaughts of development. 
 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2842 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/20/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:45 
 
In the Red Phone Project,  filmmaker Laney O’Shea brings us the story about a community organizer and 
philanthropist who purchased a red telephone for her home in south Charlotte North Carolina founding of what is 
now the local chapter of  Planned Parenthood. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2130 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/27/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
Steven Reed, the first African American mayor-elect of Montgomery, Alabama, joins Christiane Amanpour to 
explain the to-do list he will tackle in office. Alex Gibney and Mikhail Khodorkovsky discuss the documentary 
“Citizen K.” Megan Phelps-Roper tells Michel Martin why she broke away from the Westboro Baptist Church. 
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CRIME/ LEGAL ISSUES /LAW ENFORCEMENT 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12667 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/01/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:08:03 
 
The number of horrific images of sexual abuse against children being posted on the Internet has exploded in 
recent years. A New York Times investigation found that technology platforms like Facebook and Google reported 
some 45 million videos and photos last year — more than double the amount from the year before. Amna Nawaz 
discusses the problem with Donna Rice Hughes of Enough Is Enough. 
 
FRONTLINE #3308 " The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia"  
LENGTH:          120 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/01/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
A year since the murder of columnist Jamal Khashoggi, an investigation into the Saudi Crown Prince. His vision 
for the future, his handling of dissent, and his ties to Khashoggi's murder. 

 
RETRO REPORT ON PBS #102 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Uncover crime evidence pulled from DNA websites. See how drug rules stem from a pill’s side effects. Learn how 
a screen addiction cure is rooted in the past and why Americans are ambivalent about robots. Andy Borowitz 
objects to “no news.” 
 
FRONTLINE #3619 "On the President's Orders"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The story of President Duterte's campaign against drug dealers and addicts in the Philippines. Told with 
unprecedented and intimate access to both sides of the bloody war - the Manila police and an ordinary family 
from the slums. 
 
POV #3213 "The Feeling of Being Watched" 
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/14/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
In the Chicago suburb where journalist Assia Boundaoui grew up, most residents in her Muslim immigrant 
neighborhood believe they are under surveillance. Assia investigates and uncovers FBI documents about 
"Operation Vulgar Betrayal," one of the largest pre-9/11 counterterrorism probes conducted on domestic soil, right 
in Assia's hometown. 
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CRIME/ LEGAL ISSUES /LAW ENFORCEMENT (continued) 
 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2835 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/03/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:16 

 
A new report from Representative Carolyn Maloney and the Joint Economic Committee indicates that gun 
violence costs the U.S. $229 billion a year. Hear Rep. Maloney talk more about the cost of gun violence. 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #318 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/03/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York Preet Bharara says that President Trump should be 
impeached for abuse of power. Bharara discusses what is ahead in the impeachment proceedings and Attorney 
General William Barr’s criminal investigation into the origins of the counterintelligence probe. Bharara also 
addresses his brief tenure in the Trump administration before he was fired. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12691 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/04/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:30 
 
In Oklahoma, 462 people left prison Monday in the largest single-day commutation in U.S. history. Republican 
Governor Kevin Stitt had signed off on their release based on the recommendation of the state’s Pardon and 
Parole Board. Oklahoma has the nation’s highest incarceration rate, and its officials are now considering other 
criminal justice reforms. Gov. Stitt joins William Brangham to discuss. 
 
FRONTLINE #3806 "Kids Caught in the Crackdown"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/12/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Exposing the traumatic stories of migrant children detained under Trump's immigration policies. An investigation 
with The Associated Press into the mass confinement of migrant children. Also, a report on the sexual exploitation 
of women in Iraq. 
 
COLLEGE BEHIND BARS #101 (Stacked) 
LENGTH:          120 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/25/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Meet the incarcerated men and women admitted to the rigorous Bard Prison Initiative (BPI). Some students make 
great strides academically, only to discover BPI keeps raising the bar. Being sent to solitary puts an education in 
jeopardy. 
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CRIME/ LEGAL ISSUES /LAW ENFORCEMENT (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12712 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/03/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:07 
 
The impeachment inquiry into President Trump entered a new phase Wednesday as the House Judiciary 
Committee held its first hearing on the matter. Four law professors testified before the panel about the legal 
parameters of impeachment: Noah Feldman, Michael Gerhardt, Pamela Karlan and Jonathan Turley. Those 
selected by Democrats said Trump's conduct was impeachable. Nick Schifrin reports. 
 
FRONTLINE #3606 "Weinstein"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
How the Hollywood mogul allegedly sexually harassed and abused dozens of women over four decades. With 
allegations going back to Weinstein's early years, the film investigates the elaborate ways he and those around 
him tried to silence his accusers. 
 
VOCES ON PBS #301 "The Pushouts" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/20/2019 10:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Meet Victor Rios, a high school dropout and former gang member turned award-winning professor, author and 
expert on the school to prison pipeline, who works with young people who have been pushed out of school for 
reasons beyond their control. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2127 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/24/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
Executive editor of the New York Times Dean Baquet sits down with Christiane Amanpour to discuss the 
challenges of covering the Trump administration. Christopher Wylie speaks to Hari Sreenivasan about data crime 
and its dangers to democracy. Artist Antony Gormley takes Christiane on a tour of his latest exhibition at the 
prestigious Royal Academy in London. 
 
 

CULTURE 
 

SECRETS OF THE DEAD #1701 "Scanning the Pyramids" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/01/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Travel with the scientific team granted unprecedented access by the Egyptian government to solve a 4,500-year-
old mystery: what lies within the Great Pyramid at Giza. Using non-invasive technologies, they make a historic 
discovery. 
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CULTURE (continued) 
 
POV #3212 "América" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/07/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Life’s easy for Diego, who works in a surf shop and performs on the boardwalk for tourists. Yet when his 
grandmother América injures herself, and his father— América's sole caretaker—is imprisoned for negligence, 
Diego returns to his hometown of Colima, Mexico, to care for her with his brothers Rodrigo and Bruno. Caught 
between love and obligation, the eccentric trio clash over money 
 
HISPANIC HERITAGE AWARDS; THE 2019 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/11/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The Hispanic Heritage Awards will honor five to seven individuals or organizations doing outstanding work in a 
variety of fields to benefit the Hispanic and Latinx community in the United States and abroad. The evening will 
feature award presentations for each of these honorees, as well as featured musical performances. 
 
RETRO REPORT ON PBS #104 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/15/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
President Trump is taking on the press with a time-tested strategy. Explore the origins of the latest measles 
outbreak, pro sports free agency, and the consequences of a law meant to save wild horses. Andy Borowitz on 
the no-apology apology. 
 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS #406 "Black Like Me" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/05/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Bryant Gumbel, Tonya Lewis-Lee and Suzanne Malveaux discover a tapestry of the unexpected in their ancestry, 
revealing slaves and free people of color, Civil War legacies and forgotten European origins. 
 
LIFE FROM ABOVE #103 "Patterned Planet" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/06/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
See new footage of the greatest, most beautiful and powerful patterns on our planet. 
 
WARRIOR TRADITION; THE 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/11/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The Warrior Tradition tells the astonishing, heartbreaking, inspiring, and largely-untold story of Native Americans 
in the United States military. Why would Indian men and women put their lives on the line for the very government 
that took their homelands? The film relates the stories of Native American warriors from their own points of view – 
stories of service and pain, of courage and fear. 
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CULTURE (continued) 
 
EARTH'S SACRED WONDERS #101 "House of the Divine" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/30/2019 5:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Across every continent on Earth, religious belief has driven people to extraordinary acts of creativity. It still does. 
The scale, intricacy, ingenuity and total dedication they embody makes them amongst the most breathtaking 
places on the planet. Some are awe-inspiring buildings, some are inspired by their natural surroundings and some 
are the focus for spectacular ceremonies. This series examines the most phenomenal sacred wonders on the 
planet, each told through engaging characters facing compelling challenges. 
 
CHEFS MARCUS AND VIVIAN: A TASTE OF WHAT'S NEXT 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/13/2019 7:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Chefs Marcus Samuelsson of No Passport Required and Vivian Howard of Somewhere South travel to downtown 
Los Angeles to reflect on what is to come for the upcoming season of their shows. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS #2105 "Attla" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/16/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Attla tells virtually unknown story of Alaska Native dogsled racer George Attla, who, with one good leg and a 
determined mindset, rose to international fame to become a legendary sports hero amongst both Western and 
native communities across the country. 
 
ORNAMENT OF THE WORLD; THE 
LENGTH:          120 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The Ornament of the World tells the story of a remarkable time in history when the Muslims, Christians and Jews 
forged a common cultural identity that frequently transcended their religious differences. 
 
LIDIA CELEBRATES AMERICA #701 "Return of the Artisans" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/20/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Join Emmy and James Beard Award-winning chef Lidia Bastianich as she travels America to meet people 
mastering the art of meat curing, coopering, jam-making, cider-making and more, and finds out what inspires and 
fuels them. 
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ECONOMY 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12684 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/24/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:11:13 

 
As 2019 enters its final quarter, protesters have taken to the streets in dozens of places worldwide. While 
circumstances differ from country to country, demonstrators are united in frustration with economic disparities -- 
and perceived government inaction to address them. Special correspondent Jane Ferguson and Nick Schifrin 
take a look at ongoing protests in Lebanon and Chile. 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12703 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/20/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:58 

 
More than 700 million people across the globe live on extremely low wages. This year, a trio of economists won 
the Nobel Prize for their work on addressing global poverty, using randomized control trials to test and improve 
social policy. Economics correspondent Paul Solman talks to two of those winners, husband-and-wife duo Abhijit 
Banerjee and Esther Duflo, about their work. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12724 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/19/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:55 

 
In our news wrap Thursday, the House approved one of President Trump’s top priorities: the USMCA trade deal, 
which modernizes the existing NAFTA and won overwhelming bipartisan support, plus the backing of labor unions 
and business. Also, the Senate moved to fund the federal government for the rest of the fiscal year -- and avoid a 
partial shutdown. The package now goes to Trump for his signature. 
 
FRONTLINE #3024 "Poor Kids"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/24/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
These are hard times in the Quad Cities, a great American crossroads along the border of Iowa and Illinois, where 
the Mississippi River intersects Interstate 80. Home to John Deere manufacturing and the nation’s breadbasket, 
it’s also an area deeply scarred by the recession. FRONTLINE follows three young girls growing up amidst their 
families’ struggles against financial ruin. This an intimate portrait of the economic crisis as it’s rarely seen, through 
the eyes of children. With one in five American children living below the poverty line, “Poor Kids” is an unflinching 
and revealing exploration of what poverty means to children — and to the country’s future. 
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EDUCATION 
 

TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2831 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/06/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:47 

 
Expanding user access and diversifying voices at the Library of Congress with the fourteenth Librarian of 
Congress, Dr. Carla Hayden. Dr. Hayden is the first woman and person of color to lead the library. She was 
appointed to her position in 2016 under President Barack Obama. 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12686 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/28/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:20 

 
Baltimore has long struggled with poverty, crime, high unemployment and a low public high school graduation rate 
-- around 70 percent. But one charter school for sixth through twelfth graders is bucking that trend, graduating 95 
percent of seniors and sending them on to colleges or careers. Special correspondent Hari Sreenivasan reports 
on the unconventional curriculum of the Green Street Academy. 
 
RETRO REPORT ON PBS #108 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/29/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Discover how sex ed programs are informed by past failures. Debunk a myth about crime. Uncover the story 
behind new AIDS hot spots. Learn the legacy of Napster. Andy Borowitz tackles TV bullying. 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12691 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/04/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:14 

 
A college admissions scandal involving several celebrities has cast an ugly spotlight on how entry into higher 
education can be gamed. Standardized tests like the ACT and SAT are a key point in the saga, and they now face 
renewed scrutiny over their value — and their correlation to economic background. John Yang reports and talks to 
Jeff Selingo, author of several books on higher education. 
 
COLLEGE BEHIND BARS #103 (Stacked) 
LENGTH:          120 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/26/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
The students embark on yearlong senior projects. The prison debate team faces West Point and Harvard. Some 
students face the realities of going home. Bachelor’s and associate degrees are awarded on graduation day. 
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EDUCATION (continued) 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2117 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/10/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
Michael Bloomberg sits down with Christiane Amanpour to discuss his run for president. John Avlon assesses the 
state of the presidential race. Dexter Filkins and Rana Ayyub give firsthand accounts of the situation in Kashmir. 
Christine Quinn and Daniel Russo join Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the effect of homelessness on students in 
New York City public schools. 
 
VOCES ON PBS #301 "The Pushouts" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/20/2019 10:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Meet Victor Rios, a high school dropout and former gang member turned award-winning professor, author and 
expert on the school to prison pipeline, who works with young people who have been pushed out of school for 
reasons beyond their control. 

 
 

ENERGY 

 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2101 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/18/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
Henk Ovink joins Christiane Amanpour to discuss historic flooding in Venice, Katharine Hayhoe explains why we 
need an energy revolution and AllBirds co-CEO Joey Zwillinger discusses the importance of eco-friendly business 
practices. Plus, Professor S. James Gates tells Walter Isaacson about his new book that examines how scientists 
proved Einstein’s theory of relativity. 
 
 

ENVIRONMENT/NATURE/NATURAL DISASTERS 

 
NOVA #4508 " Inside the Megafire" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/02/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
From the front line of the Camp Fire, the deadliest wildfire in California history, NOVA tells the stories of residents 
who had to flee for their lives during the 2018 fire season. Scientists racing to understand what’s behind the rise 
of record-breaking megafires across the American West take to the forest, and even a fire lab, in search of 
answers. They investigate how forestry practices, climate change, and the physics of fire itself play a role in the 
dramatic increase in wildfires in recent decades. 
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ENVIRONMENT/NATURE/NATURAL DISASTERS (continued) 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #314 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/06/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:46 

 
Science educator Bill Nye joins Firing Line to discuss the science and impact of climate change. The former host 
of Bill Nye the Science Guy talks about the role of innovation, investment, policy and education in addressing the 
problem. Nye also explains why he debates climate change skeptics and evolution deniers. 
 
NATURE #3702 "The Serengeti Rules" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/09/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00  
 
Travel back in time, from the Arctic Ocean to Pacific tide pools, with a pioneering group of scientists who make 
surprising discoveries that transform human understanding of nature and ecology 

 
WILD METROPOLIS #103 "Survivors" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/16/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00  
 
As the urban world grows animals are displaced from land that belonged to them. From herons to humpback 
whales, follow the captivating stories of wild survivors. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1233 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/26/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:53 

 
On this edition for Saturday, October 26, rising winds and forced power outages stoke new fears as California 
wildfires continue to burn, a look at how Miami is tackling an affordable housing crisis, and the band Spoon is 
staying afloat in a transforming music industry. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12691 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/04/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:17 

 
President Trump announced Monday that in a year, the U.S. will formally withdraw from the Paris climate 
agreement. The global accord was signed in 2015 by nearly 200 nations pledging to cut greenhouse gas 
emissions to slow the planet’s warming. Brookings Institution’s Todd Stern, who was chief climate negotiator 
during the Obama administration, joins William Brangham to discuss the fallout. 
 
LIFE FROM ABOVE #104 "Changing Planet" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/13/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Take a fresh look at our fragile planet and see just how much it's changing. Cameras in space show growing 
cities, disappearing forests and melting glaciers, but one country regenerated a landscape and helped save a 
chimpanzee family. 
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ENVIRONMENT/NATURE/NATURAL DISASTERS (continued) 
 
NATURE #3708 "Bears" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/20/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00  
 
From the mighty grizzly bear to the endearing spectacled bear ("Paddington Bear" in real-life) and from the 
bamboo-eating panda to the bizarre-looking sloth bear, this animal family has long captured the human 
imagination. Among the biggest land mammals on the planet, bears need a lot of resources to survive and must 
use all of their skills, brawn and brains to get what they need -- whether they're raiding nature's larder, standing 
up to their rivals or raising cubs. Follow the adventures of bears across the globe as they draw on their 
remarkable adaptations to survive in an ever-changing world. Find out what it really takes to be a bear. 
 
PLASTIC PROBLEM: PBS NEWSHOUR PRESENTS; THE 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/27/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
By 2050, there will be more plastic than fish in the oceans. PBS NewsHour takes a closer look at this now 
ubiquitous material, how it’s impacting the world and ways we can break our plastic addiction. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12718 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/11/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:37 

 
Trees can add beauty and serenity to a neighborhood -- but can they also improve the health of its residents? In 
Kentucky, the University of Louisville — with help from the National Institutes of Health and The Nature 
Conservancy — aims to find out. Called Green Heart Louisville, the initiative involves a large-scale scientific study 
of how greenspaces affect public health. John Yang reports. 
 
NATURE #3406 "Snowbound: Animals of Winter" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/18/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00  
 
Travel across the snow globe with wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan to meet animal survivors of winter, from 
the penguins of Antarctica to the Arctic fox and the bison of Yellowstone. Snow looks magical, but it’s a harsh 
reality to these animals. 
 
 

FAMILY/MARRIAGE 
 

FINDING YOUR ROOTS #307 "Family Reunions" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/22/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Uncover family mysteries about two legends of hip hop, Sean Combs and LL Cool J, through the use of DNA 
technology that reveals information that shakes their very foundations. 
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FAMILY/MARRIAGE (continued) 
 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS #501 "Grandparents and Other Strangers" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/12/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Host Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actor Andy Samberg and author George R. R. Martin answer some family 
mysteries when DNA detective work uncovers new branches of their family trees. The DNA analysis upends 
family history and reveals new relatives. 

 
FRONTLINE #3717 "For Sama"  
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/19/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The astonishing personal story of a young Syrian mother's perseverance through the siege of Aleppo. Told as a 
love letter from a mother to her daughter, the film explores the agonizing dilemma of whether to abandon Aleppo 
and the fight for freedom. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12721 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/16/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:56 

 
In recent years, the number of licensed in-home child care providers has declined about 20%. According to the 
Center for American Progress, half the U.S. population lives in areas lacking enough providers, with low-income 
families and communities of color disproportionately affected. But a new wave of startups aims to help parents 
and providers to connect. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports. 
 
VICTORIA & ALBERT: THE WEDDING #101 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/22/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Join the experts preparing to reconstruct the wedding that changed history. As they get ready for the ceremony 
and investigate the stories behind the dress, food and music, they uncover astonishing details, and their 
challenge comes into focus. 

 
 

HEALTH/HEALTH CARE 
 

RETRO REPORT ON PBS #102 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Uncover crime evidence pulled from DNA websites. See how drug rules stem from a pill’s side effects. Learn how 
a screen addiction cure is rooted in the past and why Americans are ambivalent about robots. Andy Borowitz 
objects to “no news.” 
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HEALTH/HEALTH CARE (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12675 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/11/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:09:42 

 
At age 61, Judi Polak is five years into a bleak diagnosis: Alzheimer’s disease. But last year she made medical 
history in a clinical trial, when a team of scientists, engineers and practitioners deployed a novel device to take 
aim at a big barrier in the fight against her illness. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien reports from Morgantown, 
West Virginia. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS #2101 "Made in Boise" 
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/28/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Three women find purpose carrying babies for strangers in Boise, Idaho - the unregulated and unofficial 
'surrogacy capital' of the United States - even as they put their own lives at risk. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12693 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/06/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:05 

 
Health care is a top 2020 political issue. Democratic candidates are debating whether to build upon the Affordable 
Care Act, or 'Obamacare,' or replace it with Medicare for All. Meanwhile, President Trump wants to dismantle the 
ACA entirely. As millions of Americans enter the time of year when they choose their health plans, Amna Nawaz 
gets the latest from Margot Sanger-Katz of The New York Times. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1244 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/01/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:22:18 

 
On this edition for Sunday, December 1, severe weather disrupts holiday travel across the U.S., and on World 
AIDS Day, how inequality impacts those living with HIV. Also, how Mac DeMarco is harnessing the internet to 
thrive as an indie artist. Alison Stewart anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12717 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/10/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:08:27 

 
State governments continue to crack down on flavored e-cigarettes and other vape products, largely in response 
to the deaths and illnesses that began coming to light this past summer. But as lawmakers deliberate over their 
policy response to vaping, researchers are still trying to understand the cause of the illnesses. Science 
correspondent Miles O’Brien reports. 
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HEALTH/HEALTH CARE (continued) 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2121 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/16/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 

 
John Kerry speaks to Christiane Amanpour about climate change and last week’s COP25 summit, Bobby Jindal 
gives a Republican perspective on impeachment and Ferkat Jawdat discusses China’s treatment of its Muslim 
Uyghur minority. Plus, Steven W. Thrasher tells Hari Sreenivasan about the HIV/AIDS crisis in the U.S. 

 
 

HOUSING, SHELTER 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1233 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/26/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:53 

 
On this edition for Saturday, October 26, rising winds and forced power outages stoke new fears as California 
wildfires continue to burn, a look at how Miami is tackling an affordable housing crisis, and the band Spoon is 
staying afloat in a transforming music industry. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS #2102 "Decade of Fire" 
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/04/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in 
the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by 
landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 
80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the 
story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1241 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/23/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:54 

 
On this edition for Saturday, November 23, a look ahead at the next steps in the impeachment inquiry, 
Minneapolis eliminates single-family zoning as it searches for a solution to its housing crisis, and the Navy 
secretary downplays reports he may resign. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12706 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/25/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:43 

 
In Sicily and across Italy, towns are on the brink of extinction. Locals have been leaving these picturesque 
communities, with their antique buildings and narrow roads, in search of economic opportunity, and few babies 
are being born there. Some towns are trying to lure new residents with the prospect of cheap real estate. Special 
correspondent Christopher Livesay reports on what one euro can buy. 
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IMMIGRATION/REFUGEES 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1231 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/19/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:57 

 
On this edition for Saturday, October 19, another setback for a Brexit deal after the British Parliament postpones a 
vote, the first of a two-part series on ICE detention in rural Louisiana, and writer John Hodgman’s take on losing 
status. Alison Stewart anchors from New York. 
 
FRONTLINE #3803 "Zero Tolerance"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/22/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
How Trump turn immigration into a powerful political weapon that fueled division and violence. Inside the effort by 
three insurgents to tap into populist anger, transform the GOP, and crack down on immigration. 
 
RETRO REPORT ON PBS #107 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/28/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Understand immigration controversies that echo the past. Learn the truth about a lawsuit over hot coffee. Uncover 
the origin of special ops. See how risks are measured after Challenger. Andy Borowitz looks at Anita Bryant’s 
unintended influence. 
 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS #402 "Unfamiliar Kin" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/29/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Actors Fred Armisen and Christopher Walken and musician Carly Simon each learn about a grandparent whose 
real identity and background had been a mystery to them; redefining how they see themselves. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12687 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/29/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:04:56 

 
According to new data from U.S. Customs and Border Protection, over 850,000 migrants were detained at the 
U.S.-Mexico border in fiscal 2019. The figure is more than double the previous year’s total, and it includes a 
record number of unaccompanied migrant children -- many more than previously understood. Amna Nawaz joins 
Judy Woodruff to discuss the "unsustainable" pattern and DHS leadership. 
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IMMIGRATION/REFUGEES (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12696 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/11/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:09:54 

 
The Supreme Court heard arguments Tuesday on President Trump’s move to end protections for migrants 
brought to the U.S. illegally as children. The Obama-era program, known as DACA, currently blocks some 
660,000 people from deportation. National Law Journal’s Marcia Coyle and Bipartisan Policy Center’s Theresa 
Cardinal Brown join Amna Nawaz to discuss the legal considerations and potential fallout. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS #2103 "The Interpreters" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/11/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Chain-smoking Iraqi "Phillip Morris" escaped his homeland in 2011 and landed in Minnesota via the U.S. Special 
Immigrant Visa program, a backlogged and often dysfunctional conduit for the tens of thousands of local 
interpreters who have risked their lives to help U.S. troops in Afghanistan and Iraq. Despite the frightening, years-
long wait for his visa to come through, despite his relentless immigration battles on behalf of his family left behind 
in Iraq, Phillip has fared better than many of his peers in a climate where accusations of treason often trigger a 
gruesome death sentence. Now living in Minneapolis, he personifies success for a visa program that was 
launched to protect people like Phillip but is threatened by rising anti-refugee sentiment. The Interpreters follows 
the stories of Phillip and three interpreters who face the impossible decision of waiting for paperwork that may 
never materialize or attempting a hazardous exit route to Europe. Meanwhile, hope dwindles for the thousands of 
interpreters seeking survival as a reward for their sacrifice. 
 
FRONTLINE #3806 "Kids Caught in the Crackdown"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/12/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Exposing the traumatic stories of migrant children detained under Trump's immigration policies. An investigation 
with The Associated Press into the mass confinement of migrant children. Also, a report on the sexual exploitation 
of women in Iraq. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1248 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/15/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:49 

 
On this edition for Sunday, December 15, the House prepares for a historic impeachment vote, how the decline of 
local news is impacting civic engagement, a new documentary sheds light on Border Patrol expansion, and the 
Italian town of Riace went from being a haven for migrants to becoming a relative ghost town. Hari Sreenivasan 
anchors from New York. 
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IMMIGRATION/REFUGEES (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12722 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:10 

 
For the year that began in October, President Trump has capped the number of refugees who may enter the U.S. 
at 18,000 — the lowest level since 1980. The policy is having a significant effect in what may seem like an 
unlikely place: Bowling Green, Kentucky, where a disproportionate number of refugees has settled in recent 
years, forming a crucial component of the local economy. John Yang reports. 
 
POV #3215 "Midnight Traveler" 
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/30/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
When the Taliban puts a bounty on Afghan director Hassan Fazili's head, he is forced to flee with his wife and two 
young daughters. Fazili shows firsthand the dangers facing refugees seeking asylum and the love shared 
between a family on the run. 
 
 

MEDIA 
 

RUBEN SALAZAR: MAN IN THE MIDDLE - A VOCES SPECIAL PRESENTATION 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/04/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
This documentary examines the life and mysterious death of pioneering Mexican-American journalist Ruben 
Salazar. At the heart of the story is his transformation from a mainstream, establishment Los Angeles Times 
reporter to a supporter and primary chronicler of the radical Chicano movement of the late 1960s. Killed by a law 
enforcement officer in 1970, Salazar became an instant martyr to the Latino community — which had often 
criticized his reporting. Featuring material from recently released files, the program removes Salazar from the 
glare of myth and martyrdom and offers a clear-eyed look at the man. 

 
 
MINORITIES/CIVIL RIGHTS 
 

FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #316 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/20/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Civil rights activist Bryan Stevenson joins Firing Line to discuss race in America, the legacy of slavery, and his 
work defending death row prisoners. He also discusses creating The National Memorial for Peace and Justice to 
honor the victims of lynching, and the upcoming Hollywood movie based on his memoir, Just Mercy. 
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MINORITIES/CIVIL RIGHTS (continued) 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2083 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/23/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Christiane Amanpour sits down with the iconic editor-in-chief of Vogue, Anna Wintour, to discuss Karl Lagerfeld’s 
passing and the environmental impacts of fashion. Michel Martin speaks to Mississippi author Kiese Laymon 
about his memoir “Heavy.” Award-winning historian Henry Louis Gates Jr. explains why the United States’ 
forgotten Reconstruction era is still relevant today. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12692 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/05/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:30 

 
Since 2012, the families of several unarmed young American black men shot to death by police in high-profile 
incidents have turned to civil rights attorney Ben Crump in pursuit of justice. Crump has now written a book 
arguing these killings are the consequences of a flawed and racist criminal justice system. Yamiche Alcindor talks 
to Crump about “Open Season: Legalized Genocide of Colored People.” 

 
JUBILEE SINGERS: SACRIFICE AND GLORY: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE #1208 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/19/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: Jubilee Singers: Sacrifice and Glory is a documentary about a group of 
unknown singers from Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee.  The Jubilee Singers perform at many public 
events trying win the heart of the nation.  Two members of this group are former slaves and others still in their 
teens.  They sing spirituals such as "Steal Away" and religious anthems of slavery.  Music historians, Horace 
Clarence Boyer, John Hope Franklin, Toni Anderson, and Katherine Preston, give insight on the Jubilee Singers 
and their success across the nation. 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #326 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/27/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Civil rights activist Bryan Stevenson joins Firing Line to discuss race in America, the legacy of slavery, and his 
work defending death row prisoners. He also discusses creating The National Memorial for Peace and Justice to 
honor the victims of lynching, and the upcoming Hollywood movie based on his memoir, Just Mercy. 
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NATIONAL POLICTICS/ GOVERNMENT 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12667 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/01/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:03:44 

 
Tensions between police and protesters in Hong Kong escalated overnight, as officers opened fire. A young 
activist was shot, but survived. The unrest came just as mainland China marked the 70th anniversary of the 
Communist state. Nick Schifrin, who has reportedly extensively on China’s power and place in the world, joins 
Judy Woodruff to offer some perspective. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12670 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/04/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:15:36 

 
Uighurs are Muslims who trace their roots back thousands of years in Central Asia, most currently living in the 
Chinese province Xinjiang. The group represents less than 1 percent of China's population, but they have 
endured what the U.S. calls one of the worst human rights crises of modern times. Nick Schifrin reports on how 
Communist China has persecuted this religious and cultural minority. 
 
WASHINGTON WEEK #5914 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/04/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:14 

 
As the impeachment inquiry into President Donald Trump heats up, the panelists gave context and analysis on 
the latest headlines, including the Republican response from the White House and Capitol Hill. 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12672 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:10:00 

 
After the Trump administration barred a key witness from testifying, the White House informed congressional 
Democrats that it will not cooperate with their impeachment inquiry. Democrats said they are subpoenaing the 
U.S. ambassador to the E.U., and suggested blocking testimony may be an impeachable offense. Lisa Desjardins 
reports, then joins Yamiche Alcindor and Judy Woodruff for more. 
 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2832 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/13/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:15 

 
Warren vs. Biden: Elizabeth Warren is running neck-and-neck with Joe Biden in the Democratic primary, while 
Tulsi Gabbard threatens to boycott the debates. SCOTUS & the LGBT Community: The Supreme Court takes on 
cases involving possible discrimination at work against 2 gay men and a transgender woman. Facial Recognition: 
The possible racial bias in the software 
 
 
 
 
. 
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NATIONAL POLICTICS/ GOVERNMENT (continued) 
 
FRONTLINE #3714 "Supreme Revenge"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/15/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Inside the no-holds-barred war for control of the Supreme Court. From Brett Kavanaugh to Robert Bork, an 
investigation of how a 30-year-old grievance transformed the Court and turned confirmations into bitter, partisan 
conflicts. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12690 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/01/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:11:51 

 
Monday marked a milestone in the House impeachment inquiry, as almost 500 pages’ worth of transcripts from 
two of the investigation’s closed-door witness depositions were publicly released. Lisa Desjardins, Nick Schifrin 
and Yamiche Alcindor join Amna Nawaz to discuss new details revealed by the testimonies of former Amb. Marie 
Yovanovitch and former State Department official Michael McKinley. 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #318 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/03/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:46 
 
Former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York Preet Bharara says that President Trump should be 
impeached for abuse of power. Bharara discusses what is ahead in the impeachment proceedings and Attorney 
General William Barr’s criminal investigation into the origins of the counterintelligence probe. Bharara also 
addresses his brief tenure in the Trump administration before he was fired. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1236 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/03/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:54 

 
On this edition for Sunday, November 3, the impeachment inquiry goes public this week, why protests have 
erupted across the globe, and a first-of-its- kind campaign finance experiment in Seattle. Megan Thompson 
anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12692 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/05/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:09:39 

 
Tuesday's election outcomes represented successes and failures for both parties. In Kentucky, Democrat Andy 
Beshear beat Republican Gov. Matt Bevin by a very slim margin, while Mississippi elected a Republican 
governor. And Virginia voters put both houses of the state's legislature under Democratic control. Amna Nawaz 
reports and Judy Woodruff speaks with the University of Virginia’s Kyle Kondik. 
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NATIONAL POLICTICS/ GOVERNMENT (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12693 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/06/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:03:40 

 
The Department of Justice alleges that the government of Saudi Arabia is surveilling people living in the United 
States — by leveraging Twitter. Specifically, the indictment charges that a Saudi official is recruiting Twitter 
employees to share personal details of critics of the Saudi government, so that those dissidents can be targeted 
for persecution. Nick Schifrin talks to Judy Woodruff. 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #319 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/08/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Former Department of Veterans Affairs Secretary David Shulkin joins Firing Line to discuss his tenure in the 
Trump administration before the president fired him by tweet. Shulkin explains his argument against privatization 
of the VA, a policy dispute that he believes led to his dismissal. He also addresses Trump’s leadership style and 
defends his controversial travel while in office. 
 
WASHINGTON WEEK #5920 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/15/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:13 

 
After the first public impeachment hearings began this week, the panelists gave context and analysis on the 
career diplomats' testimony, along with the dueling political arguments on display from lawmakers. 
 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2838 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/24/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:47 

 
Impeachment Inquiry: Women support the impeachment of Trump more than men do. Fire Drill Fridays Jane 
Fonda joins young activists to protest against climate change. #MeToo & The C-Suite CEOs held accountable for 
sexual misconduct, but women still failing to reach higher representation in the S&P 500. PANEL: Del. Eleanor 
Holmes Norton (D-DC), Megan Beyer, Patrice Onwuka, Sabrina Schaeffer. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12711 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/02/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:54 

 
President Trump arrived in London Monday night for a NATO summit meant to celebrate the alliance’s 70th 
anniversary. But the meeting’s first day was marred by acrimony among at least three member countries, as 
Trump and French President Emmanuel Macron traded barbs and Macron lamented Turkey’s purchase of 
Russian weapons and invasion of northern Syria. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote reports. 
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NATIONAL POLICTICS/ GOVERNMENT (continued) 
 
WASHINGTON WEEK #5923 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/06/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:21:36 

 
It's official: Speaker Nancy Pelosi has directed the House Judiciary Committee to draft articles of impeachment 
against President Donald Trump, moving the process closer to a floor vote. Moderator Robert Costa and the 
panelists discussed the speaker's move and looked at what could come next. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12717 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/10/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:05:10 

 
The origins of the Russia investigation were under the microscope on Capitol Hill Wednesday. Michael Horowitz, 
inspector general for the Department of Justice, sat for a day-long hearing with the Senate Judiciary Committee 
about his recent report examining accusations of political bias in the FBI and how the bureau conducted itself in 
the early months of the probe. William Brangham reports. 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #324 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/15/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Former US Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley discusses her role in President Trump’s cabinet, and 
assesses the Trump administration’s handling of North Korea and Iran. Haley addresses the controversy over her 
recent comments on the confederate flag, and explains how the GOP should appeal to new voters. She also says 
the UN needs to change with the times. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12720 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/13/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:38 

 
In our news wrap Friday, Prime Minister Boris Johnson called for unity after winning a resounding new mandate to 
carry out Brexit. His Conservatives captured a commanding majority in Parliament in Thursday’s election. Also, in 
Algeria, a former prime minister was elected president, despite a boycott by pro-democracy forces. Thousands 
turned out to protest in Algiers and other cities as a result. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12723 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/18/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:20:30 

 
Our panel analyzes the impeachment of President Trump after a marathon day of debate in the House. Lisa 
Desjardins reports and joins Third Way managing director and former House Intelligence Subcommittee staff 
director Mieke Eoyang, former House Intelligence Committee staff director Michael Allen of Beacon Global 
Strategies, Nick Schifrin and John Yang to discuss a historic day on Capitol Hill. 
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NATIONAL POLICTICS/ GOVERNMENT (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12724 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/19/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:10:03 
 
A day after the House impeached President Trump, Sen. Mitch McConnell reassured Trump's allies and slammed 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who says she may delay sending the articles of impeachment to the Senate -- a 
necessary step to begin a trial there. John Yang reports and talks to Michael Conway, who was counsel to the 
House Judiciary Committee during the impeachment inquiry of President Nixon. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR & POLITICO DEMOCRATIC DEBATE 
LENGTH:          180 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/19/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  03:00:00 

 
The PBS NewsHour and POLITICO are hosting the sixth Democratic debate on Thursday, Dec. 19, 2019, from 
Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles. The debate features Andrew Yang, former Vice President Joe 
Biden, Mayor Pete Buttigieg, Sen. Amy Klobuchar, Sen. Bernie Sanders, Tom Steyer and Sen. Elizabeth Warren. 

 
 

NUCLEAR ISSUES/WMD 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12732 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/31/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:56 

 
In our news wrap Tuesday, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un announced he is ending a moratorium on nuclear 
and long-range missile testing. He also said his military will soon unveil a new strategic weapon, and that his 
country will not give up its nuclear program unless the U.S. changes policy. Meanwhile, dignitaries in Seoul, 
South Korea, rang the peace bell at midnight as crowds waved lights. 

 

POVERTY/HUNGER 

 
FRONTLINE #3024 "Poor Kids"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/24/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
These are hard times in the Quad Cities, a great American crossroads along the border of Iowa and Illinois, where 
the Mississippi River intersects Interstate 80. Home to John Deere manufacturing and the nation’s breadbasket, 
it’s also an area deeply scarred by the recession. FRONTLINE follows three young girls growing up amidst their 
families’ struggles against financial ruin. This an intimate portrait of the economic crisis as it’s rarely seen, through 
the eyes of children. With one in five American children living below the poverty line, “Poor Kids” is an unflinching 
and revealing exploration of what poverty means to children — and to the country’s future. 
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POVERTY/HUNGER (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12729 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/26/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:09:48 

 
For over a month, the United Nations has been sounding the alarm about the growing food crisis in Zimbabwe. It's 
estimated that 60 percent of the population doesn't have access to adequate food. 

 
 

RECREATION/LEISURE/SPORTS 
 

PBS NEWSHOUR #12668 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/02/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:00 

 
Recreational and competitive sports played by people with disabilities are growing in popularity, and the skill 
levels of the athletes are rising. One of the more established adaptive sports is wheelchair tennis. William 
Brangham went to the U.S. Open in New York recently to hear what some of the top players of this now 40-year-
old sport have learned on and off the court. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2078 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/16/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Charles Barkley joins Christiane Amanpour to discuss Daryl Morey, LeBron James and the NBA-China 
controversy. Brittany Packnett Cunningham and Mehdi Hassan offer their analysis of the October Democratic 
debate. Deepak Chopra sits down with Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the state of the world and his new book 
“Metahuman: Unleashing Your Infinite Potential.” 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12688 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/30/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:04:42 

 
The Washington Nationals have Major League Baseball’s oldest roster. Now, they also have a World Series title. 
The nation’s capital celebrated as the underestimated team clinched a Game 7 victory late Thursday. The 
Washington Post’s Jesse Dougherty joins Nick Schifrin to discuss the Nationals’ pattern of successfully rallying 
from the brink of elimination and how they made history in Houston. 
 
 

RELIGION/ETHICS 

 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2070 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/04/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Robert P. Jones joins Christiane Amanpour to break down the role that white evangelical voters will play in the 
2020 election. Joseph Cedar and Tawfik Abu-Wael discuss their collaboration on the HBO series, “Our Boys.” 
Patton Oswalt speaks with Hari Sreenivasan about his career and healing grief with laughter. 
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RELIGION/ETHICS (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12683 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/23/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:09:00 

 
Andrew Brunson, an American pastor imprisoned in Turkey for two years, inspired global prayers for his safe 
release. Now, he’s written a book, “God’s Hostage,” about the ordeal, which hardened American relations with 
NATO ally Turkey. Nick Schifrin talks to Pastor Brunson and New Hampshire Senator Jeanne Shaheen, who 
advocated for Brunson’s release, about faith, despair and diplomacy. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1234 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/27/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:53 

 
On this edition for Sunday, October 27, analysis on the death of the Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi 
and a look at what that may mean for the region, and a return to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania one year after 11 
people were killed at the Tree of Life synagogue in the deadliest anti-Semitic attack in U.S. history. Hari 
Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2090 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/01/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Religion scholar Karen Armstrong sits down with Christiane Amanpour to tell her amazing life journey from 
religious nun to secular scripture expert. Brendan Simms explains how Adolf Hitler came to power and the 
lessons we can learn from it. President of StubHub Sukhinder Singh Cassidy joins Hari to discuss diversity in tech 
and theBoardlist, the talent recruitment forum she founded. 
 
NOVA #4620 "Dead Sea Scroll Detectives" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/06/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The Dead Sea Scrolls are one of the greatest archeological finds of all time. First discovered in a cave by a 
Bedouin shepherd boy in 1947, these fragile parchment relics were written around the time of Christ two millennia 
ago and include the oldest known versions of the Hebrew Bible. They not only reveal that early Judaism was far 
richer and more varied than previously thought, but also hold vital clues to the birth of Christianity. But who 
compiled them and do more scrolls await discovery? While certain scrolls have survived intact, others have been 
ravaged by time-burnt, decayed, or torn into pieces and remain an enigma. Now, scientists are using new 
technologies to read the unreadable, solve mysteries that have endured for millennia, and even discover million-
dollar fakes! 
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RELIGION/ETHICS (continued) 
 
EARTH'S SACRED WONDERS #101 "House of the Divine" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/30/2019 5:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Across every continent on Earth, religious belief has driven people to extraordinary acts of creativity. It still does. 
The scale, intricacy, ingenuity and total dedication they embody makes them amongst the most breathtaking 
places on the planet. Some are awe-inspiring buildings, some are inspired by their natural surroundings and some 
are the focus for spectacular ceremonies. This series examines the most phenomenal sacred wonders on the 
planet, each told through engaging characters facing compelling challenges. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12721 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/16/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:16 

 
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently approved a new law granting preferential treatment to non-Muslim 
refugees from neighboring states Afghanistan, Parkistan and Bangladesh. Modi says the measure protects 
religious minorities fleeing Muslim nations -- but opponents say it discriminates against Muslims. Nick Schifrin 
talks to Milan Vaishnav of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 
 
ORNAMENT OF THE WORLD; THE 
LENGTH:          120 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The Ornament of the World tells the story of a remarkable time in history when the Muslims, Christians and Jews 
forged a common cultural identity that frequently transcended their religious differences. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1252 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/29/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:35 

 
On this edition for Sunday, December 2019, a suspect was arraigned in the stabbing attack that injured five 
people during a Hanukkah celebration at a rabbi’s home in New York. Also, NewsHour Weekend producers and 
reporters discuss some of their biggest stories in 2019. Karina Mitchell anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12731 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/30/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:11:50 

 
Religious communities across the country expressed shock and sorrow after two weekend congregation attacks. 
The incidents, at a New York rabbi’s home and a Christian church in Texas, raise concerns that violence toward 
religious groups may be rising. Tree of Life Congregation's Rabbi Jeffrey Myers and the Southern Baptists of 
Texas Convention’s Reverend Ted Elmore join Nick Schifrin to discuss. 
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SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY 

 
SECRETS OF THE DEAD #1701 "Scanning the Pyramids" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/01/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Travel with the scientific team granted unprecedented access by the Egyptian government to solve a 4,500-year-
old mystery: what lies within the Great Pyramid at Giza. Using non-invasive technologies, they make a historic 
discovery. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12667 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/01/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:09:55 

 
Chinese 5G technology is designed to transmit huge amounts of data instantly, and deploy vast networks of 
surveillance cameras and facial recognition software. While dozens of countries around the world plan to adopt 
the innovation, human rights advocates and the U.S. are sounding the alarm. Nick Schifrin reports as part of 
"China: Power and Prosperity," with support from the Pulitzer Center. 
 
RETRO REPORT ON PBS #102 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/08/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Uncover crime evidence pulled from DNA websites. See how drug rules stem from a pill’s side effects. Learn how 
a screen addiction cure is rooted in the past and why Americans are ambivalent about robots. Andy Borowitz 
objects to “no news.” 
 
NOVA #4618 "Why Bridges Collapse" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/16/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
On a rainy August morning in 2018, a massive section of the Polcevera Bridge in Genoa, Italy, collapsed and 
killed 43 people. As emergency responders raced to rescue survivors, authorities began investigating the cause 
of the collapse. For 50 years, the iconic bridge had stood up to the ever-increasing traffic, a testament to the 
strength of its pre-stressed concrete and cable stays. So what went wrong that fateful day? Through eyewitness 
testimony, expert interviews, and dramatic archive footage, NOVA pieces together the sequence of events-and 
investigates what may have led to the bridge's downfall. But the Polcevera Bridge isn't alone. Across the United 
States and Europe, thousands of bridges are listed as structurally deficient. Join experts as they compare what 
happened to the Polcevera with other deadly bridge collapses, including Minnesota's I-35W bridge over the 
Mississippi and the famed Silver Bridge over the Ohio River. How can new technologies and engineering 
improvements make bridges across the world safer and more durable than ever before? 
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SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY (continued) 
 
LIFE FROM ABOVE #101 "Moving Planet" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/23/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Cameras in space tell stories of life on our planet from a brand new perspective, revealing its incredible 
movements. 
 
FRONTLINE #3805 "In the Age of AI"  
LENGTH:          120 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/05/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The promise and perils of AI; from fears about work and privacy to rivalry between the US and China. A new 
industrial revolution that will reshape and disrupt our lives, our jobs and our world, and allow the emergence of the 
surveillance society. 
 
RACE UNDERGROUND: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE; THE #2903 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/12/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Learn how America’s first subway, in Boston, overcame a litany of engineering challenges, the greed-driven 
interests of businessmen and the great fears of its citizenry to create a rapid transit system soon replicated 
throughout the country. 
 
NOVA #4621 "Decoding da Vinci" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/13/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
How was Leonardo da Vinci able to think so far "outside the box" that he envisaged developments in engineering, 
astronomy, and anatomy that were only realized centuries later? The list of da Vinci's "firsts" is astonishing: he 
asserted that "the sun does not move" more than a generation before Copernicus; he reasoned that fatty deposits 
in narrowed arteries were caused by an unhealthy diet; he drew the first designs for a parachute, armored car, 
machine gun, diving suit, helicopter, and a flying machine that anticipates the modern hang glider, not to mention 
history's first humanoid robot. His inventions and insights have come down to us through his notebooks, each 
page packed with a profusion of ingenious ideas and breathtaking drawings but revealing little about his personal 
life or character. As a result, the man behind the Mona Lisa and a host of futuristic inventions remains a shadowy 
figure. Now, NOVA joins Walter Isaacson, author of the acclaimed recent biography, on a journey to Italy to 
explore the impact of da Vinci's art on his science and his science on his art. 
 
NATURE #3409 "Hotel Armadillo" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/27/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Welcome to the “Hotel Armadillo,” where the elusive giant armadillo digs a daily hole deep in the Brazilian 
rainforest and leaves behind a suite for 25 species of jungle clientele. Join biologist Arnaud Desbiez as he 
“checks in” the exotic guests. 
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SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY (continued) 
 
NOVA #4110 "Who's the Smartest?" 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/18/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
What makes an animal smart?  Many scientists believe the secret lies in relationships. Throughout the animal 
kingdom, some of the cleverest creatures — including humans — seem to be those who live in complex social 
groups, like dolphins, elephants and apes. Could the skills required to keep track of friend and foe make animals 
smarter? To find out, NOVA goes inside the social lives of some of the smartest animals on the planet. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12726 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/23/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:08:48 

 
Our relationship with technology is more integrated into our daily lives than ever. In 2010, just over a third of 
American adults owned a smartphone; now the figure is more than 80 percent. But our comfort with technology -- 
and the private data it collects and shares -- may be changing. William Brangham talks to Charlie Warzel of the 
New York Times about its new series on digital tracking. 

 
 

SEXUALITY 

 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2832 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/13/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:15 

 
Warren vs. Biden: Elizabeth Warren is running neck-and-neck with Joe Biden in the Democratic primary, while 
Tulsi Gabbard threatens to boycott the debates. SCOTUS & the LGBT Community: The Supreme Court takes on 
cases involving possible discrimination at work against 2 gay men and a transgender woman. Facial Recognition: 
The possible racial bias in the software. 
 
 

TRANSPORTATION 

 
RACE UNDERGROUND: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE; THE #2903 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/12/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
Learn how America’s first subway, in Boston, overcame a litany of engineering challenges, the greed-driven 
interests of businessmen and the great fears of its citizenry to create a rapid transit system soon replicated 
throughout the country. 
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TRANSPORTATION (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12722 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:06 

 
Earlier this fall, Boeing said it expected its 737 Max jets to fly again in January 2020. But as a Federal Aviation 
Administration investigation continues and concerns about the plane’s safety persist, the aerospace giant has 
announced it is pausing its production instead. Miles O’Brien joins Judy Woodruff to discuss effects on the 
aviation industry and why the FAA itself has come under scrutiny. 

 
 

WAR/VETERANS/NATIONAL SECURITY 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12671 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/07/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:12:00 

 
The U.S. military is on the way out of northeastern Syria, and it appears that Turkish forces are on their way in. 
What does President Trump's decision to withdraw troops mean for Syria and Kurdish forces? Amna Nawaz gets 
reaction from former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta and former National Security Council staff member 
Steve Simon. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2073 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/09/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Gülnur Aybet discusses the situation between Turkey and the Syrian Kurds with Christiane Amanpour, then John 
Allen gives his perspective on the subject. Writer and director Chris Morris joins the program to discuss the new 
film “The Day Shall Come.” Mark Cuban sits down with Walter Isaacson and reflects on his career as an 
entrepreneur. 
 
WASHINGTON WEEK #5915 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/11/2019 7:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:25:29 

 
The panelists discussed the latest developments in the unfolding impeachment inquiry and the fallout surrounding 
President Trump's decision to withdraw support for Kurdish allies in Syria. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2077 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/15/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Jack Goldsmith, former head of the Office of Legal Counsel under President George W. Bush, discusses the 
limits of executive power with Christiane Amanpour. Katharine Gun explains how she exposed a plot by U.S. 
security officials to spy on United Nations members in 2003. Former lead guitarist of The Band Robbie Robertson 
takes Walter Isaacson behind the scenes of his legendary rock career. 
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WAR/VETERANS/NATIONAL SECURITY (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1234 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/27/2019 5:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:24:53 

 
On this edition for Sunday, October 27, analysis on the death of the Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi 
and a look at what that may mean for the region, and a return to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania one year after 11 
people were killed at the Tree of Life synagogue in the deadliest anti-Semitic attack in U.S. history. Hari 
Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2093 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/06/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Scott Jennings and John Nichols join Christiane Amanpour to analyze the results from yesterday’s state elections 
in the U.S. Iltija Mufti calls for international attention to the chaos in Kashmir. Leonard Kleinrock and Vint Cerf sit 
down with Miles O’Brien to discuss the 50th anniversary of the internet’s creation. 
 
FIRING LINE WITH MARGARET HOOVER #319 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/10/2019 1:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
Former Department of Veterans Affairs Secretary David Shulkin joins Firing Line to discuss his tenure in the 
Trump administration before the president fired him by tweet. Shulkin explains his argument against privatization 
of the VA, a policy dispute that he believes led to his dismissal. He also addresses Trump’s leadership style and 
defends his controversial travel while in office. 
 
WARRIOR TRADITION; THE 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/11/2019 8:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The Warrior Tradition tells the astonishing, heartbreaking, inspiring, and largely-untold story of Native Americans 
in the United States military. Why would Indian men and women put their lives on the line for the very government 
that took their homelands? The film relates the stories of Native American warriors from their own points of view – 
stories of service and pain, of courage and fear. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12700 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/15/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:10:29 

 
Last Friday, President Trump intervened in the legal cases of three U.S. service members accused of war crimes. 
Against the advice of the Pentagon, Trump pardoned two of the men and reinstated the rank of the third. The 
moves reignited a debate over justice in war and the military’s legal system. Lt. Col. Rachel E. VanLandingham 
and Lt. Col. Colonel David Gurfein join William Brangham to discuss. 
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WAR/VETERANS/NATIONAL SECURITY (continued) 
 
FRONTLINE #3717 "For Sama"  
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/19/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
The astonishing personal story of a young Syrian mother's perseverance through the siege of Aleppo. Told as a 
love letter from a mother to her daughter, the film explores the agonizing dilemma of whether to abandon Aleppo 
and the fight for freedom. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1245 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/07/2019 5:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:22:11 
 
On this edition for Saturday, December 7, a U.S. official says a Saudi officer watched mass shooting videos 
before his deadly rampage at Pensacola’s naval base, and Scotland eyes an opportunity for independence as 
Great Britain gets ready to head to the polls. Hari Sreenivasan anchors from New York. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12727 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/24/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:03:45 

 
In our news wrap Tuesday, President Trump is playing down the possibility of a “Christmas surprise” North 
Korean missile test. Pyongyang has warned of unspecified action if the U.S. does not ease sanctions by year’s 
end -- but Trump said Kim Jong Un might send a “beautiful vase” instead. Also, Christmas celebrations around 
the world included a Bethlehem parade and midnight mass at the Vatican. 
 
POV #3215 "Midnight Traveler" 
LENGTH:          90 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/30/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 

 
When the Taliban puts a bounty on Afghan director Hassan Fazili's head, he is forced to flee with his wife and two 
young daughters. Fazili shows firsthand the dangers facing refugees seeking asylum and the love shared 
between a family on the run. 
 
 

WOMEN 

 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2833 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/20/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:15 
 
Pelosi vs Trump: Donald Trump takes aim at Nancy Pelosi, and the Speaker of the House fires back. 
#MeTooVoter: Inside the next step of the #MeToo movement. Transgender Athletes: The effects of testosterone 
in women's athletics. Panel: Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC), Rina Shah, Erin Matons & Carrie Sheffield 
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WOMEN (continued) 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12689 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/31/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:06:36 

 
Nashville’s Thistle Farms is no ordinary business — it’s a nonprofit staffed by women who have survived 
addiction, sexual abuse or trafficking. The organization’s two-year program offers participants housing, free 
therapy and medical care, as well as opportunities to work on its line of home and body products or in its adjoining 
cafe. John Yang reports on this sisterhood-based community. 
 
TO THE CONTRARY WITH BONNIE ERBE #2836 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/08/2019 12:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:16 
 
Fetal Homicide Laws: A California woman is charged with murder after delivering a stillborn. Cohabitation: Living 
together is more common and more accepted than ever, a new study finds. Pioneering Female Vet: Linda Bray 
was the first American woman to lead troops into battle. 

 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2096 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/11/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Executive editor of the New York Times Dean Baquet sits down with Christiane Amanpour to discuss the 
challenges of covering the Trump administration. Ronan Farrow tells Michel Martin about his new book “Catch 
and Kill” and his reporting on the #MeToo movement. Artist Antony Gormley takes Christiane on a tour of his 
latest exhibition at the prestigious Royal Academy in London. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12709 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         11/28/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:10:45 

 
During his surprise Thanksgiving trip to Afghanistan, President Trump announced he had restarted talks with the 
Taliban. The ability of the conflict-wracked nation to achieve peace is at stake -- but so is progress for women, 
who could not work, study or even leave home unescorted under Taliban rule. Special correspondent Jane 
Ferguson reports on the outlook for women's health and education there. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12722 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:07:12 

 
Researchers are trying to better understand the biology of stress and its impact on child health. Now, data 
suggests those connections may form as early as the womb, with studies indicating frequent and prolonged 
adversity for pregnant women can affect the development of their babies. Stephanie Sy reports on a program 
aimed at easing the stress and struggles of mothers and their unborn children. 
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WOMEN (continued) 
 
FRONTLINE #3606 "Weinstein"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/17/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
How the Hollywood mogul allegedly sexually harassed and abused dozens of women over four decades. With 
allegations going back to Weinstein's early years, the film investigates the elaborate ways he and those around 
him tried to silence his accusers. 
 
 

YOUTH 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12683 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         10/23/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:08:42 

 
The concept of orphanages has long been considered outdated in developed countries. In the developing world, 
however, these institutions still house hundreds of thousands of children. But the surprising reality is that the 
parents of most of these children are actually still alive. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports from 
Cambodia as part of his series Agents for Change. 
 
AMANPOUR AND COMPANY #2119 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/12/2019 11:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:56:46 
 
Frans Timmermans tells Christiane Amanpour about an ambitious new Green Deal proposed by the EU, Zeid 
Ra’ad Al Hussein discusses atrocities against the Rohingya people in Myanmar and Yoni Appelbaum joins Hari 
Sreenivasan to examine the way demographic shifts in the U.S. impact politics. Plus, in a special report, Arwa 
Damon speaks with youth activists who are in Madrid for the COP25 summit. 

 
PBS NEWSHOUR #12723 
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/18/2019 6:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:02:54 

 
After a historic turnout from Generation Z in the 2018 midterm elections, Democratic presidential candidates are 
heavily courting young voters. Our Student Reporting Labs reached out to teenagers around the country to 
understand what issues they care about and what questions they would like to hear the candidates answer at the 
NewsHour/Politico debate on Thursday. 
 
PBS NEWSHOUR WEEKEND #1250 
LENGTH:          30 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/22/2019 5:30:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:26:35 
 
President Trump on Saturday spoke to a group of young conservatives, calling them “fearless young leaders.” 
And while there are young people engaged and active in politics, a recent Harris poll commissioned by UNICEF 
USA of 8- to 17-year-olds found that only a third felt "included in the political process." Anucha Browne of UNICEF 
USA joins Yamiche Alcindor for more on the report. 
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YOUTH (continued) 
 

FRONTLINE #3024 "Poor Kids"  
LENGTH:          60 MINUTES 
AIRDATE:         12/24/2019 9:00:00 PM 
SEGMENT LENGTH:  00:00:00 
 
These are hard times in the Quad Cities, a great American crossroads along the border of Iowa and Illinois, where 
the Mississippi River intersects Interstate 80. Home to John Deere manufacturing and the nation’s breadbasket, 
it’s also an area deeply scarred by the recession. FRONTLINE follows three young girls growing up amidst their 
families’ struggles against financial ruin. This an intimate portrait of the economic crisis as it’s rarely seen, through 
the eyes of children. With one in five American children living below the poverty line, “Poor Kids” is an unflinching 
and revealing exploration of what poverty means to children — and to the country’s future. 
 
 
 

 
LOCALLY-PRODUCED PROGRAMMING 

October – December 2019 
WTVP 

 

AT ISSUE, WITH H. WAYNE WILSON 
Thursdays at 8:30pm; 10/03/2019 - 11/28/2019, 12/12/2019 & 12/26/2019  
News/Interview   30 Minutes 

 
At Issue is WTVP-Public Media's flagship public affairs series. Hosted by media veteran H Wayne Wilson, this weekly 
show provides an in-depth, up-to-the-minute exploration of issues that are important to people throughout Central Illinois. 
 
  

CONSIDER THIS WITH YVONNE GREER 
Fridays at 7:30pm; 10/04/2019 - 10/25/2019, 11/08/2019,  
11/22/2019 - 11/29/2019 & 12/20/2019 
News/Interview    30 Minutes 

 
Consider This features host Yvonne Greer in unconventional conversations with newsmakers and news interpreters. 
 
 

ILLINOIS ADVENTURE 
Thursdays at 8:00pm; 10/03/2019 - 11/14/2019, 11/28/2019 & 12/26/2019 
Nature/Education 30 Minutes 

 
In production since 1987 this award-winning series has become a cornerstone of WTVP's local programming. Shot on 
location throughout the state, ILLINOIS ADVENTURE shows viewers the many interesting places to visit and things to do 
just a few hours from home. From fishing on Lake Michigan to searching out tree frogs in the Cache River swamp to 
visiting long-forgotten towns that are vital parts of Illinois' history, there's something for everyone here. 
 

ILLINOIS LAWMAKERS 
Friday at 7:30pm; 11/15/2019 
News/Interview   30 Minutes 

 
A regular program on current events and issues in Illinois policy and politics, Illinois Lawmakers is produced in partnership 
by WSIU-TV Carbondale, WTVP-TV Peoria, and Illinois Public Media, Urbana. 
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SOUND BITES WITH PEORIA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Varied dates and times; 60 min. 11/01/2019 & 12/13/2019 
Music/Arts   60 Minutes 

 
This series is collaboration between the Peoria Symphony and WTVP and is designed to extend the cultural impact and 
presence of the PSO beyond performances on the stage through local public TV broadcasts reaching many people who 
may not have the ability or opportunity to attend Peoria Symphony concerts. 
 
 

STATE & WATER 
Saturdays at 10:00 pm; 10/05/2019 - 11/09/2019, 11/23/2019 & 
12/14/2019 - 12/28/2019 
10:30pm; 11/16/2019  
Music/Arts   30 Minutes 
 

We are livening up Saturday nights with the roll out of, State & Water, an original WTVP Production. State and Water is an 
exciting new live-audience musical performance series. This weekly show features talented musicians from Peoria and all 
around Central Illinois. The show airs each Saturday night at 10 p.m. and is brought to you in part by Kidder Music. The 
variety of musicians brings an eclectic blend of music genres to WTVP with bands like Turas, 7 West, The BraziLionaires 
and many more. 
 

OTHER LOCALLY-PRODUCED PROGRAMMING 
Varied dates and times 

Lydia Ahead of Her Time 
Lydia Moss Bradley was a petite woman who lost her husband and all six children, but she turned her sorrow into long-
lasting legacies in Peoria and beyond. Follow the journey of this strong woman, from her humble beginnings in Indiana 
through her death.  Lydia quadrupled her late husband’s estate while at the same time making significant contributions to 
the community. 
As a philanthropist, she donated the land for Laura Bradley Park, was instrumental in creating the current Children’s 
Home, became a board member of a large bank, paid the mortgage for the then Universalist Church, provided the house 
for the first hospital of what is now OSF Saint Francis HealthCare and created a horology school that would later be 
incorporated into Bradley Polytechnic Institute. Entrepreneur, philanthropist, enthusiast of children’s charities and 
education, Lydia was truly ahead of her time. 
 

The Art of Deception 
What are duck decoys, and how did they become sought-after collectibles? ‘The Art of Deception’ looks at hand carved 
decoys as an underappreciated form of American folk art. Although the golden age of carving decoys ended with the age 
of plastics making cheaper and lighter decoys, the art form is still practiced today across the Illinois River Valley. 


